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halo dedicated server supports playing halo against other
players in matches that are configured in your game's
config file. the halo game engine will recognize all players
and their game configurations. halo automatically loads the
player's active matchmaking configuration file, which is
located in the config directory of your current game's install
directory. the matchmaking configurations are
automatically loaded each time a new player attempts to
join a match. it is also possible to manually load a saved
matchmaking configuration file. when halo's new
matchmaking system is used, a new match will be created
when a player joins a game. this new match is a single
player game. if the number of players is greater than one,
only one of them will be allowed to play at any time. players
who are in a match will be locked out when the match is
created and cannot join the match until it is finished. if you
are using halo's new matchmaking system, you may want to
make your game's config file match other matchmaking
games' config files. to achieve this, use the following
command line argument with the haloce.exe file: halo
supports a limited number of multiplayer game modes. halo
uses a system of hotkeys to quickly switch between game
modes. on the windows console, you may use the following
hotkeys to switch between game modes: halo is also
compatible with the xbox game bar, a windows utility that
displays game information in a friendly and customizable
way. halo's xbox game bar display can be customized to
show certain game statistics, like killstreaks and
scorestreaks, in addition to other game information.
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